Claude Van Crab

**You need:**

**Tools:**
- Scissors

**Materials:**
- (1) Egg Carton
- (3) Pipe Cleaners
- (2) Brads

**Body**

1. Cut 1 section of an egg carton.
2. Cut around the raised section of the egg carton so the base is flat, creating a cup.

**Legs and Eyes**

1. Cut pipe cleaners into 12 short pieces, about 2 inches long, to make legs and claws for the crab.
2. Poke 8 holes in the body to attach the legs, 4 on each side. Poke 2 holes for eyes and attach brads.

**Claws**

1. Cut two 2-inch sections of the pipe cleaner in half and twist together to make the front claws.
2. Poke 2 holes to attach claws.